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[1] RAFOS float observations collected between 1992 and 2002 were analyzed to
identify the seasonal variability of circulation in four geographical boxes which extended
along the central and northern California coast and were successively located farther
offshore. The mean pressure of the floats was 375 dbar. Poleward flow associated with the
California Undercurrent dominated the two boxes closest to shore, extending from
the 400-m isobath to a distance of 190 km offshore. For the box closest to shore, the
monthly mean alongshore velocity was maximum (minimum), 5.4 cm/s (1.7 cm/s), in
May–June (February), while the eddy kinetic energy (EKE) was minimum was 33 cm2/s2
(21 cm2/s2) in September (December–February). The mean EKE in the coastal region was
28 cm2/s2, increasing to 50 cm2/s2 for the region farthest offshore, a distance of about
400 km. For that region farthest offshore, EKE had a broad maximum from June to
November and a minimum in April. Lagrangian correlation and dispersion tensors were
estimated for floats that left the coastal region. Three different dispersive regimes of
float motion were identified as ballistic transport, normal diffusion, and anomalous
sub-diffusion. Westward sub-diffusion was induced by Rossby wave-like structures with a
periodicity of 100–120 days. INDEX TERMS: 4516 Oceanography: Physical: Eastern boundary
currents; 4520 Oceanography: Physical: Eddies and mesoscale processes; 4568 Oceanography: Physical:
Turbulence, diffusion, and mixing processes; 4223 Oceanography: General: Descriptive and regional
oceanography; KEYWORDS: California Current system, RAFOS floats, seasonal variability, dispersion
Citation: Collins, C. A., L. M. Ivanov, O. V. Melnichenko, and N. Garfield (2004), California Undercurrent variability and eddy
transport estimated from RAFOS float observations, J. Geophys. Res., 109, C05028, doi:10.1029/2003JC002191.
1. Introduction
[2] This is the fifth in a series of reports of a continu-
ing program of measurements of the subsurface circula-
tion off central and northern California using acoustically
tracked subsurface isobaric floats. Earlier reports (1) docu-
mented the continuity of poleward flow in the California
Undercurrent [Collins et al., 1996a; Garfield et al., 1999]
and the alongshore orientation of flow next to the coast
[Garfield et al., 1999], (2) noted the existence of sub-
mesoscale eddies and the dominance of anticyclonic
eddies and westward drift farther offshore [Garfield et
al., 1999], (3) showed that particles tracked in a global
high-resolution ocean simulation underestimated the ob-
served mean and eddy energies [Garfield et al., 2001], and
(4) estimated the seasonal variability of the coastal
flow [Collins et al., 2003a]. This report includes new
observations for the period from mid-1998 through 2002,
which doubled the number of float days and increased
from five to twenty the number of trajectories greater than
a year in duration.
[3] Floats were launched over the continental slope
between Point Conception and San Francisco except for
three floats that were launched about 200 km from shore.
The California Undercurrent (CU) is the dominant circula-
tion feature over the upper and middle slope in this region
[Hickey, 1998]. The poleward-flowing CU extends from
Baja California to Vancouver Island, generally lying just
seaward of the shelf break and inshore of the broader,
shallower, equatorward-flowing California Current (CC)
that forms the eastern limb of the North Pacific Subtropical
gyre in the northeastern Pacific Ocean [Hickey, 1998]. The
waters of the CC are colder and fresher than those of the CU
and derive from subarctic waters versus the equatorial
waters of the CU [e.g., Chelton, 1984; Tisch et al., 1992;
Hickey, 1998; Garfield et al., 1999, 2001]. Observational
and theoretical studies of the eastern boundary along the
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west coast of North America have been recently summa-
rized by Hickey [1998].
[4] The primary goal of the present study is twofold.
First, the seasonal cycles will be determined for both
currents and eddy kinetic energy. Second, the Lagrangian
dispersion (sij) and correlation (Rij) tensors will be estimated.
The larger database allows the binning of float observations
into five geographical boxes, four of which encompass areas
which are successively farther from the California coast. This
permits the statistics to be examined as a function of the
distance from the coast.
[5] Existing studies of seasonal variability along the
California coast are based upon long-term hydrographic
measurements, current meter moorings, and satellite meas-
urements. Estimates using CalCOFI hydrographic data from
1950–1984 were reported by Chelton [1984] and Lynn and
Simpson [1987], both observing maximum speeds in late
summer to early fall. Studies of current measurements off
central California from 1988–1993 showed year-round
poleward flow at 350 m with weakest currents in early April,
3 cm/s, and strongest flow in late May, 16 cm/s [Collins et
al., 1996b]. Seasonal estimates of geostrophic flow
referenced to 1000 dbar southwest of Monterey Bay for
1988–1991 and 1997–2002 indicated a similar seasonal
pattern but with a smaller range, from a minimum, 3 cm/s, in
February to a maximum, 8 cm/s, in July [Collins et al.,
2003b]. Although Garfield et al. [1999, 2001] provide
estimates of mean eddy activity, there are no reports of
seasonal variability of eddies for the continental slope
region. Satellite measurements show peak eddy energy at
the surface at wavelengths around 300 km; at 200, 400, 600,
and 800 km from shore, maximum energy occurred in
summer, fall, winter, and spring, respectively, decreasing
in magnitude with distance from shore [Strub and James,
2000].
[6] The RAFOS float trajectories deployed off central
California between 1992 and 2002 provide a long time
series of current observations, although only a few floats
moved simultaneously in the region at any given time. This
limited the number of approaches which could be used to
reconstruct the seasonal cycle. These include optimal
[Davis, 1998; Gille, 2003] and spline interpolations [Bauer
et al., 1998], and spectral reconstruction [e.g., Chu et al.,
2003a, 2003b]. The method of sorting data into spatial or
temporal bins [Davis, 1991] is best if averaging in this
manner produces statistically meaningful estimates (as is the
case with the data in this paper).
[7] The computation of Lagrangian statistics for synoptic
and mesoscale currents requires a number of important
assumptions. Two processes are assumed to govern the
float path: advection by the mean flow and eddy diffusion.
The eddy diffusion can be effectively estimated from
Lagrangian observations if the observations are homoge-
neous and stationary. If floats are in a complex transition
zone, where the mean flow is inhomogeneous, buoy posi-
tions may not be stationary. Therefore, a key question is
what kind of tests should be used to determine if the data are
stationary.
[8] The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the float observations. Methods used to estimate
pseudo-Eulerian velocities are described in section 3 and
correlation and dispersion tensors in section 4. The RAFOS
float trajectories and velocities were de-trended to make
them stationary. Appendix A explains this procedure. The
correlation tensor was constructed from these detrended
trajectories as explained in Appendix B. Appendix C dis-
cusses the accuracy of the statistical estimates. Section 4
also discusses skew diffusion which occurs when diffusion
fluxes are orthogonal to material gradients [Moffat, 1983].
Section 5 summarizes the results of the analysis of the
seasonal variability. The Lagrangian correlation and spectral
tensors are analyzed in section 6. A summary of results is
included in section 7.
2. RAFOS Float Observations
[9] Isobaric RAFOS floats were used in this study
[Rossby et al., 1986]. The ensemble of the trajectories for
the floats used in this paper is shown in Figure 1 and
includes 44 floats. Most of the floats were launched over the
continental slope on cruises of opportunity between 35.5N
and 38N. Observations extended from 1992 to 2002.
For statistical analysis, float trajectories were interpolated
to 6-hourly positions using a cubic spline interpolation
procedure. Trajectories were subsequently smoothed by a
Gaussian filter with a window width (dw) of 2.5 days
to eliminate diurnal tides and inertial motions. Absolute
uncertainty in float position was less than 10 km and shorter
term relative error for each float was about 1 km [Garfield
et al., 1999].
[10] Visual inspection of Figure 1 shows the CU as
densely packed trajectories next to the coast between
Monterey Bay and Cape Mendocino. The greatest number
of floats left the coast off Point Reyes, the first major
promontory to the north of the area where most of the floats
Figure 1. Ensemble of trajectories collected between 1992
and 2002 of 44 NPS RAFOS floats.
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were launched. But floats appear to leave the coast at almost
any latitude. Floats leaving the CU indicated three types
of float behavior. Some floats simply moved steadily
westward without encountering any eddies (but sometimes
following a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability that developed in
the westward flow). Other floats had regular westward
or northwestward movement as they were embedded in
large-scale anticyclonic eddies. Finally, a few floats were
trapped in small-scale anticyclonic eddies, usually close to
the edge of the CU, and were then moved westward. These
small-scale eddies were identified as sub-mesoscale vortices
(CU eddies or ‘‘cuddies’’) by Garfield et al. [1999, 2001].
[11] The floats used for this paper are listed in Figure 2.
The choice of the float pressure was a compromise between
the depth of the CU core, about 100 m [Collins et al., 2000],
and the depth of the SOFAR channel axis, about 550 m
[Johnson and Norris, 1968]. Early floats were ballasted for
350 dbar. When robust tracking at these shallow depths was
established, floats (>NPS35) were ballasted for a shallower
pressure, 275 dbar. The recorded pressure of the floats in
Figure 2 ranged from 150 dbar to 600 dbar. Figure 2 depicts
the dates and duration of the observations from each float.
Twenty trajectories of at least 1-year duration were included
in Figure 2. Additional details for the RAFOS floats used in
this study and their navigation were included in the work of
Garfield et al. [1999].
3. Pseudo-Eulerian Velocities
3.1. Geographical Areas
[12] Because the total number of floats was not high
(44 floats), it was necessary to average the circulation over
rather large geographical regions to obtain statistically
meaningful results. These regions are shown in Figure 3a.
Three of the areas consisted of boxes (A, B, and C) which
successively extended farther from shore along the
California coast between Point Conception and Cape
Mendocino. Region A was adjacent to the coast and 85 km
Figure 2. Time history of 44 NPS RAFOS floats selected for the present analysis. The solid lines
indicate the duration of the observation period for a float. The dates give the start and end of the
observation period. The float numbers are to the right of the end dates.
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wide. Region B was 130 km wide and overlapped regions A
and C by 25 km. Region C was 220 km wide. Region D
was offshore of region C, while region E was located to the
north of Regions A, B, and C. Garfield et al. [1999] used
visual analysis to classify trajectories as either (1) steady
poleward flow in the CU, (2) reversing flow that remained
parallel to and near the continental margin (dubbed
‘‘marginal flow’’ by Garfield), or (3) westward migration,
usually in an eddy, in the ocean interior. These classifica-
tions did not strictly fall within specific regions shown in
Figure 3a. Region A approximately corresponded to Gar-
field’s undercurrent trajectories (steady poleward motion).
Most of Garfield’s marginal flow trajectories fell within
region B. Figure 3b shows the trajectories used for
regions A and B and the predominance of alongshore
motion. Region C (and D) included floats classified by
Garfield as westward migration, with the trajectories for
region C showing both eddy-like and offshore motion
(Figure 3c). Floats which rounded Cape Mendocino and
entered region E seemed to leave and return to the coastal
region more easily than those in region A or B.
[13] The choice of regions was also influenced by
topography (Figure 3d). The Mendocino escarpment lay
just north of the boundary of regions A–C. To the east,
regions A and E were bounded by the outer shelf and
upper slope (the depth of the floats) and included the
continental slope to a depth of about 3000 m. The lower
slope, between 3000 and 4000 m, spilled into boxes B and
C. As shown in Figure 3a, velocities for regions A–C
were rotated counterclockwise 33.4 so that alongshore
flow was parallel to the trend of the California coastline
between Point Conception and Cape Mendocino.
[14] Regions A, B, C, D, and E will be referred to as
coastal, transition, offshore, abyssal, and northern, respec-
tively. Note that Lynn and Simpson [1987] have classified
these regions in a similar manner based upon the vari-
ability of dynamic height. Table 1 lists the number of
observations for each region as well as the mean pressure
for the observations. The number of observations ranged
from 2905 buoy days for the abyssal region to 1726 buoy
days for the offshore region. Mean pressures increased
steadily from 363 dbar to 390 dbar from the abyssal to the
coastal regions. This increase in mean pressure was, in
part, due to the quasi-isobaric character of the floats
[Collins et al., 1996a; Garfield et al., 1999] and the
warming toward the coast at mean pressures of 350–
400 dbar.
[15] The annual variability of the pressure of the floats
in each of the regions is shown in Figure 4. The pressure
varied little during the year. Largest variations of monthly
Figure 3. Geographic regions and the RAFOS float trajectories used in the present analysis.
(a) Geographic bins and reference coordinates. Regions A, B, and C are 85, 130, and 220 km wide,
respectively. Region B overlaps the offshore portion of region A and the inshore portion of region C by
25 km. The coordinate system for bins A–C has been rotated 33.4 counterclockwise. (b) Float
trajectories for regions A and B. (c) Float trajectories for region C. (d) Bathymetry; 200, 1000, 2000,
3000 and 4000 m isobaths are illustrated.
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mean pressure, about ±20 m, occurred in the offshore,
abyssal, and northern regions.
3.2. Pseudo-Eulerian Velocity































where hui = {u1, u2} is the pseudo-Eulerian velocity
shifted into the center of ith region, Xm (x0, t) and Vm (x0, t)
are the position and velocity of mth float (m = 1,. . .M), the
operator d[. . .] removes floats located outside the region and
dx? = dxdy. Robust estimates of the pseudo-Eulerian
velocity from equation (1) can be obtained when the number
of float-days is high. However, even in this case, u can be
biased. Davis [1991] suggested correction of this bias as
follows
~u tð Þh i ¼
Z
Vi












where C is the density of floats and k1 is the effective
diffusivity coefficient. This correction was applied to the
estimates discussed below.
[17] Additional reduction of computational error caused
by limited observations is possible by applying special
conditional averaging to equation (1). This is expressed as
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where G(t, t0) = exp [(t  t0)2/teff2 ] and teff is the smoothing
scale. This function reduced inhomogeneity of float samples
during the year by about half, which resulted in a smoothed
seasonal behavior and increased the robustness of statistical
estimates. Knowledge of the pseudo-Eulerian velocity
allows computation of the pseudo-Eulerian statistics as
E01 ¼ 0:5 u1h i  u1ð Þ2
D E
; E02 ¼ 0:5 u2h i  u2ð Þ2
D E
: ð4Þ
Equations (1)–(4) were used in the present study with teff =
2.5 months.
4. Lagrangian Statistics
4.1. Correlation and Dispersion Tensors
[18] V(x0, t) is a stationary function provided u(x, t) is
homogeneous for x, stationary for t, and has zero mean,
hui = 0. The Lagrangian correlation tensor Rij(t) is then
defined as [Taylor, 1921; Batchelor, 1952; Moffat, 1983]








Vi x0; tð ÞVj x0; t þ tð Þdt; ð5Þ
where h. . .i means averaging over ensembles of Lagrangian
trajectories, t and T are the time lag and the reference
Table 1. Mean Statistics for Geographic Regions A–Ea
Region Buoy Days hpi, dbar hu1i, cm/s hu2i, cm/s E01, cm2/s2 E02, cm2/s2 EKE, cm2/s2
A 1803 390 0.26 ± 0.16 3.87 ± 0.24 8.62 19.87 28.49
B 2325 388 0.54 ± 0.16 2.38 ± 0.20 10.42 17.76 28.18
C 1726 378 1.52 ± 0.27 0.60 ± 0.28 22.92 23.77 46.69
D 2905 363 1.18 ± 0.23 0.58 ± 0.20 27.08 22.45 49.53
E 1836 371 1.12 ± 0.22 2.48 ± 0.25 16.65 20.58 37.23
aEKE is eddy kinetic energy and p is pressure. For regions A–C (D and E), the velocity directed toward 56.6 (eastward) is u1 and the eddy kinetic
energy for this velocity component is E01, while the velocity directed toward 326.6 (northward) is u2 and the eddy kinetic energy for this velocity
component is E 02.
Figure 4. Monthly variability of the mean depth of floats
in regions (a) A, (b) B, (c) C, (d) D, and(e) E. Dashed lines
indicate the mean pressure.




2 = hV(x0, t)V(x0, t)i. The Lagrangian
dispersion tensor sij = hXiXji is determined as
d
dt
sij ¼ ViXj þ VjXi
 
: ð6Þ
Since X(x0, t) and V(x0, t) are stationary, equation (6) is re-
written in the following form:
sij tð Þ ¼ V 20
Z t
0
t  tð Þ Rij tð Þ þ Rji tð Þ
 
dt: ð7Þ
The following spectral form of equation (7) can be useful in
practical applications [Batchelor, 1952; Monin and Yaglom,
1971],
sij tð Þ ¼ 2 
 V 20 =p
Z1
0




where Eij ( f ) is the spectral representation of the
symmetrical part of the correlation tensor Rij.
[19] To apply equations (5) and (7) to the drifter obser-
vations, a trend needs to be removed from the float
observations because X and V are in general non-stationary
processes [Davis, 1991]. Several approaches [e.g., Davis,
1991; Haynes and Barton, 1991; Rupolo et al., 1996]
can be used to do this. The approach used here is to
remove a polynomial trend from the Lagrangian trajectories.
(Appendix A describes the details of this approach.) The
criteria to determine if the detrended float positions and
velocities are stationary include Criterion 1, the spectral
tensor must not become negative [Monin and Yaglom,
1971], and Criterion 2, the dispersion tensors calculated
from equations (6) and (7) and directly from the drifter
trajectories must be the same.
4.2. Interpretation of Correlation Timescales
[20] The correlation tensor may be expected to decrease





Rii tð Þdt; ð9Þ
with the reasonable assumption that the integral converges.
Visual analysis of float trajectories for the offshore and
abyssal regions showed a generally westward drift which
was superimposed upon eddy-like structures and a turbulent
background. In this case, at least two different correlation
times will appear as oscillatory behavior with the decay of
the correlation tensor for small and large lags, respectively.
[21] To explain this, consider the correlation tensor ap-
proximated analytically by
Rij  exp t=t0ð Þ cos 2pf0tð Þ: ð10Þ




Elementary analysis of equation (10) shows that if
2pt0 f0  1, TL  t0, as was assumed by Bauer et al.
[2002]. On the other hand, for 2pt0 f0 1, TL  bt0, where
b = (2pt0 f )
2 and TL  t0. This choice is close to that
suggested by Poulain and Niiler [1989]. Equation (11)
shows that as 2pt0f0 ! 1, TL ! 0.
[22] There are many examples of fluid flows in which
particle dispersion is not Gaussian and the variance does
not increase linearly with time. Falkovich et al. [2001]
demonstrate that TL (equation (9)) is zero and infinite for
sub-diffusion and super-diffusion regimes, respectively.
From a formal point of view, this is seen as either losing
correlation between velocities for TL = 0 or high correla-
tion at large time lags for TL = 1. In reality, neither of
these conditions can exist.
[23] This paradox can be resolved if the Lagrangian
correlation scale is redefined. The multiscale approach
proposed by Bytkovsky and Kravtsov [2001] is better for
interpretation of the correlation tensor of the float observa-
tions than the Lagrangian scale TL. Their approach is to






fbond  f0, where fbond is the boundary of
the high-frequency part of the spectral tensor. In this case,
the sub-diffusion regime corresponds to infinite tcor
2 , which
should be excluded from the analysis, and the finite tcor
1 ,
which is the real measure of the correlations.
[24] The best way to resolve the timescales is to use the
analytical representation of spectral tensor. However, there
is no efficient a priori method to choose an analytical
expression as representing the best fit to the correlation
tensor for both small and large lags. Different approaches
for estimation of TL, such as the squared autocorrelation
method, fitting a prescribed autocorrelation function, and
yardstick methods, were tested by Lumpkin et al. [2002].
These approaches are useful when the Lagrangian correla-
tion scale either differs from zero or is not infinite.
4.3. Skew Diffusion
[25] If the integral in equation (9) converges, the anti-








is the quantitative measure of the skew diffusion [Moffat,
1983]. Here, the diffusivity tensor is determined as
Kij ¼ V 20
Z1
0
Rij tð Þdt: ð13Þ
Garfield et al. [1999, 2001] demonstrated that anticyclonic
motion dominated the trajectories of offshore floats. This
causes the appearance of an antisymmetric part of the tensor
of eddy diffusion [Moffat, 1983; Middleton and Garrett,
1986; Ivanov and Smelyansky, 1988; Poulain and Niiler,
1989; Swenson and Niiler, 1996], which is written in the
following form:
Kaij ¼ eijkDk i; j ¼ 1; 2; ð14Þ
where eijk is the fundamental antisymmetric (alternating)
tensor and Dk is a pseudo vector specified by coriolis forces
and oceanic stratification [Moffat, 1983]. This makes a
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corresponding contribution to the eddy diffusion of a tracer
substance F,
Fa1 ¼ D3r2F Fa2 ¼ D3r1F; ð15Þ
that is, tracer fluxes become orthogonal to gradients. This is
called skew diffusion. In a homogeneous eddy field, the
skew diffusion does not affect the streakiness of a scalar field
because D3 is constant and r1F1a + r2F2a = 0. However, it
may induce a strong advective transport of salinity or other
scalar properties if the eddy field is not homogeneous.
[26] Equation (14) is only part of the total tensor of eddy
diffusion. Including its three-dimensional structure [Moffat,
1983; Middleton and Garrett, 1986] and assuming that the
mean eddy statistics are inhomogeneous alongshore, the
transport is estimated as u1 =r1D3, u2 = r2D3. Assuming
that the across shore variability is scaled by L?  10 km and
D3  105–106 (see section 6), the offshore advection
induced by the skew diffusion is 0.1–1 cm/s. These values
are comparable with the mean westward speed of the
RAFOS floats estimated by Garfield et al. [1999, 2001].
[27] Note that if antisymmetric diffusivity does not exist,
a reasonable measure of the skew transport is the mean
angular momentum of a float at time t [Moffat, 1983]. This
characteristic is given by
hi tð Þ ¼ V 20 eijk
Z t
0
Rkj tð Þdt: ð16Þ
4.4. Anomalous Diffusion
[28] There are many examples of fluid flows in which
particle dispersion is not Gaussian and does not increase
linearly with time. In general sij (or its separate elements) is
approximately
sij  ta: ð17Þ
Here a = 1 is referred to as Gaussian diffusion, a = 2 as
‘‘ballistic diffusion,’’ and a > 1 (a < 1) as super- (sub-)
diffusion [Falkovich et al., 2001]. Sub-diffusion is ex-
plained by trapping of fluid particles with subsequent
conservation by eddy and wave-like structures so that they
are unable to move apart. Super-diffusion results if the
stochastic large-scale components of the velocity field are
sufficiently strong to make the particle move in the same
direction for arbitrarily long periods so that the resulting
mean square displacement grows more rapidly than t.
[29] Anomalous diffusion regimes have been observed in
both the single and pair particle dispersion in the atmo-
sphere [i.e., Huber et al., 2001], but not in coastal or deep
ocean floats [LaCasce and Bower, 2000]. Although theo-
retical studies such as that of Reynolds [2002] stress strong
correlation between antisymmetric turbulent dispersion with
skew fluxes, the existence of oscillation tails of the diagonal
and off-diagonal elements of the correlation tensor and
anomalous features of the turbulent dispersion have not
been previously studied in the ocean.
5. Seasonal Variability of the California
Undercurrent
[30] The seasonal variability of alongshore and across-
shore velocity and eddy kinetic energy were averaged over
the coastal domain (region A) (Figure 5) and will be
referred to as CU variability, since this region was domi-
nated by the poleward flowing CU. The monthly mean
alongshore velocity (Figure 5a) was maximum (minimum),
5.4 cm/s (1.7 cm/s), in May–June (February) with a second
maximum of 3.9 cm/s in November. The statistical signif-
Figure 5. Seasonal variability of alongshore (circles) and
across-shore (squares) velocity for region A. Alongshore
velocity is directed toward 326.6, and across-shore velocity
is directed toward 56.6. (a) Monthly velocities hu1i and
hu2i. (b) Monthly eddy kinetic energies E01 and E02. (c) The
ratio of E/E0. Confidence intervals for Figures 5a and 5b are
shown by vertical bars.
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icance of the summer maximum and winter minimum of
alongshore flow are shown by error bars in Figure 5a.
(The fall maximum was not significantly larger than the
alongshore flow in October and December.) The monthly
mean across-shore component in the coastal zone was very
weak and not significantly greater than zero, except during
the period of maximum onshore flow, about 1 cm/s, in May
and June. The minimum monthly mean across-shore flow
was directed offshore in October, 0.3 cm/s.
[31] The seasonal variability of the monthly mean of the
alongshore eddy kinetic energy in the coastal zone differed
from the monthly mean alongshore velocity (Figure 5b).
The maxima (minima) in alongshore eddy kinetic energy
occurred at about the same time as the minima (maxima) of
the alongshore velocity of the CU. The seasonal variability
of the across-shore eddy kinetic energy (E02) was similar to
the alongshore eddy kinetic energy (E01) but had smaller
values (Figure 5b). The ratio of the kinetic energy of the
mean flow, E = 0.5 (hu1i2 + hu2i2), to the eddy kinetic
energy, E0 = E01 + E
0
2, (Figure 5c) was always less than 1
and varied from 0.1 in February and September to a
maximum of 0.62 in May–June. The mean alongshore
eddy kinetic energy for the coastal zone was 19.9 cm2/s2,
more than twice as large as the across shore kinetic energy
(Table 1).
[32] The similarity of the seasonal evolution of the
onshore and alongshore eddy kinetic energy and the fact
that the ratio of the mean and eddy kinetic energies was less
than 1 indicated the importance of baroclinic instability in
the coastal zone [Chereskin et al., 2000]. Another important
conclusion from the statistics shown in Figure 5 is that in
September, when the alongshore eddy activity was strongest
(23 cm2/s2), the mean alongshore velocity in the CU was
only 3.1 cm/s. This indicated that the fall decay of the CU
was associated with the development of eddies, jets, and
current reversals. This contrasts with the situation in winter
(January and February), when the mean alongshore velocity
was less than in September, but the onshore and alongshore
eddy kinetic energy was also low, 13 cm2/s2.
[33] In general, the seasonal cycle of the CU extracted
from the RAFOS float observations agrees with the results
of studies cited above [Lynn and Simpson, 1987, Figure 12;
Collins et al., 1996b, 2003b]. The timing of the seasonal
cycle was also identical to that obtained from long-term
(5 years) current measurements on the middle to upper
slope near Monterey Bay [Collins et al., 1996b; Aguilar
Morales, 2003]. The magnitude of the minimum monthly
mean velocity from the floats was similar to that obtained
from current meters. The magnitude for the maximum
monthly mean alongshore flow from the float measurements
was about half that observed by the current meters [Aguilar
Morales, 2003] but similar to that obtained from geostrophic
estimates [Collins et al., 2003b]. The reason that the
maximum speeds are less than those observed by current
meters is because the CU is intensified next to the coast
[Collins et al., 2000] and the float observations extended to
a distance of 85 km from shore. Note that Garfield et al.
[1999, 2001] excluded periods of southward nearshore flow
from their CU estimates, so the averages reported here are
lower.
[34] Seasonal variability was also seen in the transition
zone (region B). As for the coastal region, the monthly
mean alongshore velocity dominated the across-shore
velocity (Figure 6a). The semiannual variability was better
defined for the alongshore velocity than for the coastal
region, and both the May and the November–December
maxima were statistically significant. The monthly mean
Figure 6. Seasonal variability of alongshore (circles) and
across-shore (squares) velocity for region B. Alongshore
velocity is directed toward 326.6 and across-shore velocity
is directed toward 56.6. (a) Monthly velocities hu1i and
hu2i. (b) Monthly eddy kinetic energies E01 and E02. (c) The
ratio of E/E0. Confidence intervals for Figures 6a and 6b are
shown by vertical bars.
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eddy kinetic energy (Figure 6b) was out of phase with the
monthly mean kinetic energy and similar to the coastal
zone. The seasonal changes and range for the ratio of
monthly mean kinetic energy and monthly mean eddy
kinetic energy for the alongshore velocity field in the
transition zone (Figure 6c) were also similar to those for
the coastal zone (Figure 5c). Therefore conclusions regard-
ing the seasonal behavior of the CU and eddy fields for the
coastal zone (above) were also true for the transition zone.
[35] The pattern of the seasonal behavior of the monthly
mean currents and eddy activity in the offshore region
(region C, Figure 7) was quite different than those observed
in the coastal (Figure 5) and transition regions (Figure 6).
Semi-annual oscillations were suppressed, and only annual
variability occurred. The monthly mean along-shore
velocity was weaker than that observed inshore, with
maximum northward flow, 2.0 cm/s, in August. The
minimum monthly mean of the across-shore component
also occurred in August and was 4.0 cm/s, considerably
larger in magnitude than observed inshore. The mean value
of the onshore flow was 1.52 ± 0.27 cm/s (Table 1).
[36] Eddy activity explicitly dominated the offshore
region. The eddy kinetic energies of both the alongshore
and across-shore velocities (Figure 7b) were considerably
larger than those for the coastal (Figure 5b) and transition
zones (Figure 6b). The maximum value of the monthly
mean eddy kinetic energy was about 60 cm2/s2 (the mean
annual value was 50 cm2/s2). The maximum of monthly
mean eddy kinetic energy occurred from August through
October (Figure 7b), a month earlier than maximum eddy
kinetic energy was seen in the transition and coastal zones.
However, the increased amplitude suggested that other
mechanisms of eddy activity generation occurred in this
area. These could include surface eddies generated by the
California Current [Kelly et al., 1998] or eddies generated
by the instability of offshore-flowing filaments.
[37] For the abyssal region (region D), the monthly mean
northward flow (currents for this region were not rotated) was
0.58 cm/s (Table 1). The mean westward drift was about
twice as strong, 1.18 cm/s. The monthly mean northward
flow varied from a minimum of about 1.5 cm/s from
October through January, to a maximum of 0.7 cm/s in
April and July (Figure 8a), but the standard errors indi-
cated that the magnitude of the seasonal variability was
not statistically significant. The seasonal behavior of eddy
activity in the abyssal region was similar to that for the
offshore region, but with larger values of monthly mean
eddy kinetic energy in winter, less pronounced annual
variability, and a maximum occurring a month earlier in
July (Figure 8b). The mean eddy kinetic energy for the
abyssal region was 50 cm2/s2, about the same as that for
the offshore region (Table 1).
[38] There were not enough observations in the northern
region to sort the data into alongshore boxes. The mean
eddy kinetic energy for the northern region was almost the
same as the average for the four southern regions. The mean
northward flow was similar to the poleward flow in the
transition zone to the south, while the mean westward flow
was similar to that observed in the abyssal zone (Table 1).
Monthly currents computed for the northern region showed
little seasonal variability for northward flow, but maximum
(minimum) northward flow in February (November) was
4.5 cm/s (0.9 cm/s) (Figure 9a). Eddy kinetic energies for
the northern region varied semiannually, with maxima in
June and December more than twice as large as minima
observed in March (Figure 9b). The early spring/late winter
minimum in eddy kinetic energy was also seen in the
abyssal, offshore, and transition regions.
[39] The alongshore velocity dominated the across-shore
velocity in the coastal and transition zones, and decreased
from 3.9 cm/s in the coastal zone to 2.4 cm/s in the transition
zone to 0.6 cm/s in the offshore zone. This agreed with the
observations of Collins et al. [2000] that in the mean the CU
is coastally intensified, but the widths of the coastal and
transition zones, 190 km, were somewhat greater than the
110 km width of the poleward flow observed by Collins et
al. [2000]. This greater width could be due to a variety
of causes, including temporal variability and the greater
alongshore extent of the RAFOS observations.
Figure 7. Seasonal variability of alongshore (circles) and
across-shore (squares) velocity for region C. Alongshore
velocity is directed toward 326.6 and across-shore velocity
is directed toward 56.6. (a) Monthly velocities hu1i and
hu2i. (b) Monthly eddy kinetic energies E 01 and E 02 .
Confidence intervals are shown by vertical bars.
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[40] Table 1 also showed that the mean eddy kinetic
energy increased from onshore to offshore, i.e., from the
coastal and transition region (28 cm2/s2) to the offshore
region (47 cm2/s2) and the abyssal region (50 cm2/s2). The
pattern of offshore increase of eddy kinetic energy was
observed at the sea surface by Chereskin et al. [2000] and
Kelly et al. [1998], who reported a maximum of 450 cm2/s2
at 36.5N, 125.5W (a location near the boundary between
the offshore and abyssal regions). Kelly et al. [1998] also
report a westward migration of near-surface values of eddy
kinetic energy, from 125W in June and July to 128W in
November. The float data show a somewhat different
pattern, with fall maxima in the coastal, transition, and
offshore regions.
[41] The offshore increase in eddy kinetic energy sug-
gested that the westward motion of floats from onshore to
offshore was not simply that the eddies moved westward,
but that their motion was due to the diffusion of kinetic
energy from low- to high-energy regions [Monin and
Yaglom, 1971]. However, this explanation may be incorrect,
because the character of dispersion of the floats (examined
in the next section) does not fit the assumptions used by
Monin and Yaglom [1971], for example, the normal diffu-
sion approximation for the motion may not be correct.
[42] Estimates of alongshore and across-shore mean
velocities and kinetic energies and the reconstructed sea-
sonal cycle of the coastal region were robust to variations of
the number of samples. This was checked by excluding the
last 3 years of observations in the coastal zone (about 20%
of the data) and then successively adding trajectories and
estimating the sensitivity of the statistical estimates to the
growth in the number of samples. Results are shown in
Figure 10a. The pattern of the seasonal variability of the
alongshore velocity was the same for both data sets, but
the 80% data set underestimated the maximum velocity by
0.5 cm/s and the September velocity by 1 cm/s. Similar
results were obtained for the across-shore mean velocity
(not shown).
[43] Next, the effect of the vertical velocity gradient on
float statistics was examined. Estimates of the mean along-
Figure 9. Seasonal variability of the northward (circles)
and eastward (squares) velocities for region E. (a) Monthly
velocities hu1i and hu2i. (b) Monthly eddy kinetic energies
E 01 and E
0
2 . Confidence intervals are shown by vertical bars.
Figure 8. Seasonal variability of northward (circles) and
eastward (squares) velocities for region D. (a) Monthly
velocities hu1i and hu2i. (b) Monthly eddy kinetic energies
E 01 and E
0
2 . Confidence intervals are shown by vertical bars.
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shore velocity were made for subsets of floats with mean
pressures of 360 dbar, 390 dbar, and 435 dbar. Results are
shown in Figure 10b. Good agreement occurred for the
period from January through August; but from September to
December, the deepest sample, 435 dbar, had only about
half the monthly mean alongshore velocity as the two
shallower samples. This may be due to the shoaling of the
undercurrent during this period [Noble and Ramp, 2000].
[44] The results displayed in Figures 5–9 were weakly
sensitive to variations of teff, dw and the across-shore
width of the coastal region, LA. Ranges of 2 months < teff
< 3 months, 1.25 days < dw < 3 days and 60 km < LA
< 100 km were used. These ranges had some effect on the
magnitudes of the alongshore and across-shore velocities,
but not on their seasonal behavior.
6. Single Particle Lagrangian Statistics
6.1. Correlation Tensor
[45] As noted above, an important statistic for Lagrangian
motion is either the correlation tensor Rij(t) or the spectral
tensor Eij (w). As with other statistical properties, uncer-
tainties exist in estimates of these quantities. Often
overlooked sources of error include the lack of statio-
narity of X(x0, t) and V(x0, t), measurement errors, and
the finite sample size. The impact of instrumental errors on
reduced accuracy of statistical estimates was a priori
assumed to be considerably less than the contribution from
all other uncertainties. Float positions and velocities were
examined for stationarity before estimating the correlation
tensor.
[46] Float positions and velocities were not stationary.
To make these data stationary, polynomials were used to
determine trends and then to remove these from the
data. Appendix A describes the approach used. Trends
of float positions and velocities were approximated
by second- and first-order polynomials, respectively.
Although the detrended float positions and velocities
became stationary processes along each of the float
trajectories, the variances changed considerably from
trajectory to trajectory. Simple averaging of the correla-
tion function over the ensemble of all float trajectories
should be replaced by conditional averaging with statistical
weights.
[47] The approach used here was to develop a gener-
alized correlation tensor for the Lagrangian statistics. The
same approach was used by Perry and Watmuff [1981] to
detect coherent structures in turbulent boundary layers.
Detrended positions and velocities were utilized to com-
pute the correlation tensor for each of the float trajecto-
ries. Then the correlation tensor, the Lagrangian scale,
and the diffusivity tensor were estimated as explained in
Appendix B.
[48] Since floats were launched directly into the Califor-
nia Undercurrent in region A, the shorter trajectories were
typically dominated by alongshore flow and their trajecto-
ries described in terms of mean advection and eddy diffu-
sion. For longer trajectories, the floats spent most of their
time out of the California Undercurrent and were trapped in
eddies and wave-eddy structures. To account for these
patterns, float trajectories for floats that left the coastal
region were divided into two groups. Group I was com-
posed of 31 trajectories of less than 100 days and 100 day
segments from longer trajectories. Group II had 14 trajec-
tories of more than 200 days. The correlation tensors
estimated for each trajectory were averaged within each of
these groups.
6.2. Group I
[49] The correlation tensor for the 31 float trajectories in
group I was computed using the mathematical technique of
Panchev [1971]. The diagonal and off-diagonal elements
of the effective correlation tensor were constructed as
explained in Appendix B. Raw and smoothed results are
shown in Figures 11a and 11b and Figures 11c and 11d,
respectively. Smoothing eliminated the long oscillation tail
which stretched to large lags. This tail was a signature of
low-frequency wave-like structures.
[50] The Lagrangian scale, TL, computed from the
smoothed correlation tensor, was maximum, 2.4 days at
a lag of 8 days, and subsequently asymptotically
approached 2.2 days for large lag (Figure 12a). The
diffusivity tensor was weakly anisotropic and strongly anti-
Figure 10. Sensitivity of estimated alongshore monthly
circulation for region A to (a) variations of observation
sampling length and (b) the choice of the mean depth of
float drift.
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Figure 11. (a, b) Non-smoothed and (c, d) smoothed generalized correlation tensors for group I.
Figure 12. Generalized Lagrangian statistics for group I. (a) The Lagrangian timescale and diffusivity.
(b) The diagonal elements of the dispersion tensor. (c) The diagonal elements of the symmetric part of the
spectral tensor. (d) Off-diagonal elements of the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the correlation
tensor.
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The approach used for group I allowed direct comparison
with results obtained by Garfield et al. [1999, 2001], who
obtained TL and diffusivity values that were about twice
those estimated above. Garfield et al. [1999, 2001] adopted
the approach of Poulain and Niiler [1989] and created a
series of ‘‘pseudo’’ floats by restarting a float trajectory
every 10 days in order to increase the number of degrees of
freedom for statistical analysis. Numerical results similar to
those of Garfield et al. [1999, 2001] were obtained for
group I when data were not detrended. This reflects
different criteria which divide float movements induced
by large-scale circulation from those due to turbulent
diffusion.
[51] The ‘‘pseudo’’ float approach assumes float trajecto-
ries to be stationary. This is impossible for oceanic flows
with shear which is not uniform. Float trajectories may be
made approximately stationary by removal of a trend. The
trend is estimated as the best fit to a given trajectory of fixed
length. The detrended trajectory includes a combination of
stationary processes and systematic errors, the latter due to
numerical errors and the fact that the choice of trend shape
is not unique. If a trend computed from a long trajectory is
used to detrend its shorter segment, the deviation of the
detrended segment from a stationary process will become
larger and the systematic error will grow. Therefore,
although the number of degrees of freedom for statistical
analysis will be increased by creating ‘‘pseudo’’ floats, the
accuracy in estimating the autocorrelation tensors, float
dispersion, and diffusion coefficients will be reduced. For
example, diffusion coefficients estimated by the ‘‘pseudo’’
float approach should be higher because the systematic error
distorts the float energy spectra at low frequencies.
[52] Estimates of skew diffusion are given by D3. Using
equation (14) with equation (19) yieldedD3 4 106 cm2/s.
This was the same magnitude as the diffusivities estimated
above and confirms that skew diffusion is important for
transport of salinity, temperature and other quantities in the
California Current system.
[53] Figure 12b shows the growth of the diagonal ele-
ments of the dispersion tensor. As in the work of LaCasce
and Bower [2000], quadratic (ballistic regime) and linear
(normal diffusion regime) growths of both elements with
time were observed. The ballistic and normal diffusion
regimes were for ranges between 1 and 5 days and between
10 and 30 days, respectively. Anomalous diffusion was not
observed for group I.
[54] The diagonal elements of the spectral tensor are
displayed in Figure 12c. For small lags or frequencies larger
than 0.0065 cycles/day, both elements were scaled as
E11  f 2 E22  f 2: ð20Þ
If the timescale is estimated as discussed above, TL equaled
about 2.2 days. According to the multiscale approach, the
single scale was estimated as
t1cor ¼ 8 days: ð21Þ
Figure 12d shows the off-diagonal elements of the
symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the spectral tensor.
The anisotropic float drift was very weak. That was not true
for skew diffusion, which was strongest at the frequency f0
 0.065 cycles/day. This was likely associated with
submesoscale coherent vortices and will be investigated
further below.
6.3. Group II
[55] The raw and smoothed correlation tensors computed
from float trajectories longer than 200 days are shown in
Figure 13. The correlation tensors showed an oscillation that
stretched to large lags. Often, when the magnitude of the
correlation falls within the 95% confidence interval about
zero, the oscillations can be ignored. Here the width of the
95% confidence interval was estimated as ±2(1/Pt)
1/2,
where Pt is the number of independent measurements for
each time lag [Priestley, 1988]. In this case, min(Pt) ffi 40
gives the confidence interval of ±1 cm2/s2 or, in non-
dimensional form, 1/VO
2 = 2 
 102. Therefore, many of
the negative correlations observed in Figures 13c and 13d
between 30 and 150 days were statistically significant.
[56] Because TL ! 0 for large lags (Figure 14a), any
asymptotic diffusion coefficients were also zero. However,
the spectral tensor (Figures 14c and 14d) indicated the









fbond  f0 ; ð22Þ
where f0, f1 and fbond were equal to 0.0085–0.01 cycles/day,
0.065 cycles/day, and 0.12 cycles/day, respectively. From
equation (20), tcor
1 = 100–120 days, tcor
2 = 16 days, and
tcor3 = 9 days. The scale tcor
1  120 days was observed
offshore by Chereskin et al. [2000], who noted that all the
eddies observed were deep, warm anticyclones with highly
nonlinear Rossby numbers ranging from 0.1 to 0.5. Thus, if
it is assumed that the float drift in the abyssal region was
induced by nonlinear Rossby waves, features observed in
the offshore float trajectories such as westward drift,
anticyclonic rotation, and anomalous diffusion can be
explained.
[57] Several points support this conclusion. The first is
that oscillation tails of the correlation tensor were a
consequence of float trajectories having a pronounced
spiral structure which resulted in Lagrangian statistics with
broken reflection symmetry (which caused the dispersion
quantities to oscillate). This behavior has been shown by
Borgas et al. [1997] and Reynolds [2002]. Second, D3
estimated from drifter observations has the same magni-
tude as that found in a theoretical model which included
only barotropic and first-mode baroclinic Rossby waves
[Ivanov and Smelyansky, 1988]. Third, existence of anti-
symmetric parts of the spectral tensors at high frequencies
resulted in anomalous diffusion of the floats only if their
drifts were induced by a wave field. Figure 14b clearly
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Figure 13. (a, b) Non-smoothed and (c, d) smoothed generalized correlation tensors for group II.
Figure 14. The generalized Lagrangian statistics for group II. (a) The Lagrangian timescale and
diffusivity. (b) The diagonal elements of the dispersion tensor. (c) The diagonal elements of the
symmetric part of the spectral tensor. (d) Off-diagonal elements of the symmetric and antisymmetric parts
of the correlation tensor.
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displays the existence of an anomalous diffusion regime
after 40 days.
[58] Anticyclonic rotations dominated both groups I
and II. Two peaks of the antisymmetric part of the spectral
tensor were observed, 0.01 and 0.065 cycles/day
(Figure 14d), corresponding to oceanic motions with
timescales of approximately 100 and 15 days. The peak at
0.065 cycles/day was also observed for group I, but there
was no anomalous diffusion (Figure 12b).
[59] If motion at f  0.01 cycles/day were induced by a
wave field, then the following should occur [Ottino, 1989;
Weiss and Knobloch, 1989; Falkovich et al., 2001]: (1) the
single particle dispersion should have anomalous (prefera-
bly sub-diffusion) behavior; (2) the anomalous behavior
should occur at a scale corresponding to the wave period;
(3) the Lagrangian correlation scale computed from
equation (9) should tend to zero for large time lags; and
(4) the asymptotic diffusivity limit should not exist. Each of
these features was found in the behavior of the generalized
correlation tensor as well as the dispersion tensor estimated
from the group II trajectories.
[60] The following two regimes of float drift were ob-
served (Figure 14b). The ballistic regime was observed for
the range from 1 to 6 or 7 days. After 85 days, it was
replaced by a sub-diffusion regime where the dispersion
grew by a power law with an exponent of 0.12 and 0.17 for
both diagonal elements, s11 and s22, of the dispersion
tensor.
6.4. Additional Examples of Correlation Tensors
[61] For a better understanding of the trapping effects
required for sub-diffusion, two individual trajectories were
examined. NPS 73 (Figure 15b) was caught in a cuddy,
and its Lagrangian statistics are shown in Figure 16. All
elements of the correlation tensor Rij oscillated at large lags.
For example, the diagonal elements (R11, R22) shown in
Figure 16a had tails that stretched to large lags which were
also modulated by a low-frequency signal. The symmetric
and antisymmetric parts of the spectral tensor eij were similar
(compare Figure 16b and Figure 16c). The asymmetry of eij
was noticeable.
[62] The diagonal elements of the dispersion tensor were
equal to 10 days (Figure 16d). However, starting at day 30,
anisotropy and sub-diffusion occurred,
s11  t0:78 s22  t0:15; ð23Þ
that is, the growth of dispersion was considerably limited.
[63] Another mechanism of anomalous diffusion can
be seen from the analysis of the trajectory for NPS 51
(Figure 15a). For this float, the sub-diffusion process was
induced by Rossby waves which trapped the float offshore.
The ballistic and sub-diffusion regimes are shown in
Figure 17d. The sub-diffusion scaled as
s11  t0:38 and s22  t0:05: ð24Þ
Thus, anomalous diffusion was explained by trapping of
floats in wave-like structures.
7. Conclusions
[64] Trajectories for 44 RAFOS floats deployed over the
continental slope off central California at intermediate
depths (150–600 m) between 1992 and 2002 were ana-
lyzed. These observations were utilized to estimate how the
seasonal cycle of ocean currents and eddy kinetic energy
changed with distance from shore. Data were also used to
compute the generalized correlation tensor. Results were as
follows.
[65] 1. Poleward flow (CU) occurred year round in the
coastal and transition geographic regions and was strongest
at the coast. Weak poleward flow (<2 cm/s) was observed in
the offshore region from March to October and monthly
mean flow farther from shore was dominated by southward
flow (0 to 1.3 cm/s). In the coastal region, the CU
strengthened from a minimum of 1.7 cm/s in February to
a maximum of 5.4 cm/s in May.
[66] 2. The alongshore EKE in the coastal region was
minimum in February (14 cm2/s2) and maximum in
September (23 cm2/s2). The across-shore EKE in the coastal
region was about half the alongshore EKE. Since the mean
Figure 15. Float trajectories for (a) NPS 51 and (b) NPS 73.
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kinetic energy of the CU was considerably less than across-
shore eddy activity, the baroclinic instability of the CU was
the main mechanism of eddy generation. Float trajectories
show that the CU feeds eddies as well as offshore-directed
squirts and filaments. Eddies, squirts, and filaments trans-
port coastal waters (including biota) offshore.
[67] 3. As the distance from shore increased, the magni-
tude of the eddy kinetic energy increased. The alongshore
EKE dominated the across-shore EKE in the transition
region from May through December, but alongshore (north-
ward) and across-shore (eastward) EKE were similar in
magnitude year round in the offshore and abyssal regions.
Figure 16. Lagrangian statistics for float NPS 73. (a) Diagonal elements of the correlation tensor.
(b) Diagonal elements of the spectral tensors. (c) Off-diagonal elements of the symmetric and
antisymmetric parts of the spectral tensor. (d) The diagonal components of the dispersion tensor.
Figure 17. Lagrangian statistics for float NPS 51. (a) Diagonal elements of the correlation tensor.
(b) Diagonal elements of the spectral tensors. (c) Off-diagonal elements of the symmetric and
antisymmetric parts of the spectral tensor. (d) The diagonal components of the dispersion tensor.
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Minimum EKE occurred in February in coastal and transi-
tion regions, in March in the offshore region, and in April in
the abyssal region. Maximum EKE occurred in September
in the coastal region and in October in the transition,
offshore, and abyssal regions, although the abyssal region
was characterized by a broad maximum in EKE which
began in June.
[68] 4. Several different regimes of float drift were
identified: ballistic transport, normal, and sub-diffusion.
The physical reason for the sub-diffusion is recirculation
of floats in wave-like structures with the timescale of 100–
120 days. These waves can be identified as Rossby waves
generated by the California Current System [Brink et al.,
2000]. The floats moved offshore with mean speed of 1–
4 cm/s, which approximately equals the observed westward
drift of Rossby waves [Brink et al., 2000].
[69] 5. Sub-diffusion of the floats was observed. This is
not a trivial result, because this diffusion regime has not
been previously observed with RAFOS floats. For example,
LaCasce and Bower [2000] found only ballistic and normal
diffusion regimes for subsurface floats in the North Atlantic.
Anomalous diffusion cannot be described by the Lagrangian
correlation scale and asymptotic diffusion coefficients.
However, these values are the focus of most studies
of oceanic turbulence using drifting buoys. Appropriate
smoothing of the correlation tensor or spectral tensor in
general allows estimating asymptotic diffusivity. However,
any non-asymptotic diffusion regimes are eliminated by this
procedure.
[70] 6. Strong skew transport was found. If asymptotic
diffusivity exists, off-diagonal and diagonal elements of
symmetric and antisymmetric diffusion tensors were com-
parable. This result indicated the significance of skew
diffusion in the transport of heat, salt, chemical and biolog-
ical quantities in areas offshore of the CU.
[71] 7. The skew transport indicated through the spiral
character of float trajectories cannot be the main reason for
the sub-diffusion regime. In principle, asymmetry of the
correlation tensor can reduce float dispersion but does not
change the regime. The anomalous diffusion in this report
was most likely induced by waves or wave-like structures.
Appendix A: Elimination of Trends
[72] The original float trajectory should be detrended to
assure that the time series of position or velocity is station-
ary. Any float trajectory and velocity can be decomposed as










where X0(t) and V0(t) are detrended float positions and
velocities and L is the order of polynomials used to detrend
the original time series.
[73] The unknown coefficients in equations (A1) and (A2)
are computed by least squares fit. A key question is what
polynomial order L should be chosen. Here it is estimated
as the minimum value of L from which de-trended positions
and velocities become stationary processes that meet the
tests stated in section 4.
Appendix B: Generalized Correlation Tensor
[74] After detrending, a velocity V(t) calculated along
some float trajectory is a stationary process. However, in
general the correlation tensor may be time-dependent be-
cause the variance of velocity changes from trajectory to
trajectory. If float trajectories are quite long, a set of the
current correlation tensors {Rij
p(t), jp = 1,. . .,P} and the
corresponding spectral tensors {Eij
p (w),jp = 1,. . .P} are
computed.
[75] A measure of regional Lagrangian statistics is the




ij tð Þ ¼ seffij Reffij tð Þ; ðB1Þ
where Rij











p, and ap were
weights accounting for seasonal variations, length of drifter
trajectory, etc. The present study utilized ap = 1.
[76] Using equation (B1) for estimation of Lagrangian
scale and the diffusivity tensor, if both exist theoretically,
can fail if integral (9) does not converge. Two reasons
in general cause nonconvergence of equation (9). First,
there are measurement errors and finite sampling uncer-
tainties. Second, the float dispersion can differ from the
normal diffusion. A perfect linear wave adding to a
turbulent background, of course, does not contribute to
diffusivity. However, a combination of a perfect wave and
small-scale wave-like perturbation(s) can result in an
anomalous diffusion regime for float motion [Falkovich et
al., 2001]. The Lagrangian scale tends to zero and becomes
infinite for large lags for sub-diffusion and super-diffusion,
respectively.
[77] To exclude measurement errors in practical applica-
tions, equation (9) must be replaced by
V 20 R^*ij tð Þ ¼ Vi tð ÞL tð ÞVj t þ tð Þ
 
; ðB2Þ
where L(t) is the smoothing window, which in general is
stochastic [Konyaev, 1990]. The present study used a simple
window,
L tð Þ ¼ exp t=teff
 
; ðB3Þ
with the time constant teff, which is determined as
described below. Equation (B3) a priori assumes that
correlations between initial and consecutive velocities of a
float must decay exponentially. Note that the window used
here is similar to the Parzen window referenced by Yaglom
[1986].
[78] The problem of identifying the time constant is that
the real correlation function is unknown. A simple physical
criterion for estimation of teff is suggested. Its value should
be chosen such that the Lagrangian correlation scale com-
puted from equation (9) has the correct asymptote for large
lags, i.e., TL ! 0 and TL ! const for sub-diffusion and
normal diffusion regimes, respectively, if t!1. The case
of super-diffusion will be discussed in a separate paper.
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[79] Mathematically, teff can be determined a sub-diffu-
sion regime
sup jTL teff ; t
 j < e t!1 ðB4Þ
and for a normal diffusion regime
TL teff ; t
 ! max t!1; ðB5Þ
where e is the tolerance. Conditions (B4) and (B5) were
used in this study.
Appendix C: Accuracy of Statistical Estimates
[80] How long do trajectories need to be to yield mean-
ingful estimates of the correlation tensor? Here it is assumed
that float drift was caused by two processes: a turbulent
background with the scale tcor and wave-like features with
slower variability, tcor  twave  f wave1 . Introducing the
Nyquist frequency f N
1 through the inequality fwave f N
1 1,
two cases are considered.
[81] 1. In the case of tfN 1, accuracies in estimating the
mean and variance from observations with length T are
computed as [Lenschow and Kristensen, 1985; Yaglom,
1986]
I1 ¼ R1ii 0ð Þs2 Vih iT





Rii tð Þdt; ðC1Þ
I2 ¼ R2ii 0ð Þs2 RTii 0ð Þ





R2ii tð Þdt; ðC2Þ




t* ¼ min t1; t2ð Þ: ðC3Þ
Equations (C1) and (C2) assume that both timescales ti and
ti exist. Preliminary estimates give ti < 3–4 days and ti <
1–2 days, which agree with other independent estimates
made off the California coast [Chereskin et al., 2000].
Substituting into equations (C1) and (C2) and taking the
accuracy I1, I2 and I3 as 0.1, then T  60 days. Larger scales
corresponding to wave-like and wave motions with
periodicity higher than 10–20 days should be eliminated
from these observations.
[82] 2. In the case of tfN  1, let tcor fwave  1 and T 
f wave
1 . Both these conditions apply to the observations in
this paper. The first inequality permits the assumption that
the background turbulence and wave-like features derive
energy from different sources. The second relationship
requires that the wave period be not much less than the
observation time. However, ti ! 0 for t!1 and ti  2–
4 days. Thus the accuracy of estimates of the long tails of
the correlation function from observational series with
length more than 200 days was quite high.
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